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INTRODUCTION

Few will argue with the thesis that correct spelling improves
written communication and is a status symbol in some educational circles.
Convincing reasons exist for including spelling instruction in the school
curr:culum. There are, however, numerous points of view regarding the
best method for developing good spellers. .

In this century much research has been done in the area of spell-
ing, but all too often recommendations about spelling based on that
research have not been implemented into actual classroom practice. A
major reason for this is that publishers of spelling programs have ignored
these recommendations when constructing their materials and most
school systems rely primarily upon such published programs. While it
is true that many students are learning to spell with the present curric-
ulum, there are other effective methods that teachers can implement ,to
improve the spelling abilities of students.

Goals of a spelling program include developing independent spell-
ers who can spell many words and developing writers who will edit their
written communications The question is "How do we develop indepen-
dent spellers who edit what they write?" Students should be given

'opportunities to do lots of writing and should be provided with many
editing opportunities; alone, with peers and with teachers.

In most elementary schools, teachers use a set of spelling text-
books for a given grade level. These programs usually provide word lists,
activities for students, and suggestions for teachers. Some school districts
and many state- dictate a set number of minutes per day or,week for
spelling instruction. Using the limited materials and the suggested time
guidelines, teachers develop spelling programs for their students. What
teachers decide to do in developing a spelling curriculum is a reflection
of their knowledge of learning theory and their beliefs in how the lan-
guage arts are best learned.

What can teachers do to improve instructional practices? The first
step is to examine current practices and ask if they are consistent with
what is known about the best ways to teach spelling. After comparing
instructional practices with recommendations from authorities in spell-
ing, teachers can make decisions about continuing the practices or chang-
ing them. In this publication alternative spelling views are presented to

_assist teachers in making these instructional decisions.
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Conflicting, views exist regarding these questions: (1) Should

spelling be taught informally throughout the curriculum or should in-

struction be presented formally? (2) What should be the format of infor-

mal or formal spelling lessons? The first two sections focus upon these

issues.
Included in this Publication are the following: ( 1)a brief summary

of recommendations based on views of selected authorities in spelling,

(2) alternatives to traditional spelling programs, (3) spelling activitieg,,,

(4) an annotated bibliography, and (5) word lists.



PART I
RECOMMENDED INSTRUCTIONAL

PRACTICES IN SPELLING
BASED ON VIEWS OF SELECTED

AUTHORITIES

Ideas given by selected authorities in the area of gpelling can be
classified as they apply to either informal or formal procedures.

INFORMAL SPELLING PROCEDURES

In an informal approach, students learn to spell as a part of their
writing and reading activities. As Zuttell28 suggests, children are en-
couraged "to read and write extensively, and to test, evaluate, and revise,
if necessary, their developing theories of how the spelling system
vAnds:" Suggestions for effective informal spelling instruction include
the following:

Accept the developmental quality of students' spelling. Tne studies of
Rc-ad,22 Beers and Henderson,3 and Zutte1129 suggest that learning to
spell is a developmental process. Beers and Henderson4 say that children
proceed through different pattern sequences at different rates; however,
the steps.seem to be similar. They provide the following levels of devel-
opment in spelling:

Level 1. Lettername strategy. Children rely on articulatory fea-
ture. to determine the most appropriate letter for a par-
ticular sound. They substitute long vowels for short
vowels.

Level 2. Vowel spellings refiped. Children appear to refine their
vowel spellings as they seek letters which represent
sounds closest to the sounds in words they attempt to
spell. They appear to add orthographic knowledge based
on their observation that letters are chief symbols for
sounds.

7
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Level 3. Assimilation of various funds of information. Children
assimilate various funds of information beyond purely
phonetic ones as thee' They increase their cogni-
zance of the relationsl.., etween syntactic, phonemic,
kuld`morphophoernic constraints as they influence and
direct English Orthography.

If teachers accept the -developmental aspects of students' writing,
-young children can b": encouraged to write freely, "inventing" their
spelling they do so. When teachers closely examine such invented
spellini\,..they will discover the logical and developmental aspects of each
child'sAielling. Later, perhaps in fourth grade, as Templeton' suggests,

:,9---teacherslbav _wish to help students realize the syntactic and semantic
structural ;sinjWarit

9
)1'. words.

*Y- ,

Read to stut/4nts 'often and encourage then: to read. Zuttell" suggests
that reading and tieing read to will help' students increase their word
knowledge. He notiCrthat this increased word knowledge should help

-them improve their abilities to spell. Teachers need to make sure that
they are giving students time to do recreational reading and that the
reading materials are interesting, appropriate, and available. Addition-
ally, teachers should read to students on a regular basis.

Realize the orthographic regularity of the English spelling system. Chom-
sky'' states "the conventional spelling of words corresponds more closely
to an underlying abstract level of representation within the sound system

of the language, than it does to the surface phonetic form that the words
assume in the written language." While two words may be phonetically
different, their spelling and meaning may be similar such as nation and

Chomsky goes on to say that English spelling does make sense,
if viewed from an orthographic viewpoint rather than from a purely
phonetic standpoint.

What does this mean to the teacher of spelling? Chomskyli,sug-
gests that teachers should help students to recognize and use the regu-
larines that do exist. Students can he helped to make connections between
the spelling of words such,as criticize and cringed in order to spell criticize

''with a c rather than an s.

Encourage children to do a great deal of writing. Chomsky' says that
"if the child writes first, the written word grows out of his own con-
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sciousness and belongs to him." In the beginning children will invent
their own spellings for familiar words. Chomskyn reports that teachers
must expect children's spellings "to reflect their own pronuncation and
linguistic:judgments, not the adult's." As children develop, if they are

given opportunities to write frequently, their spellings of words will
become more conventional. Teachers foster this development when they
create environments giving students the time and encouragement to write
on a regular basis.

FORMAL SPELLING PROCEDURES

In a formal approach to spelling, students study lists of words
and take tests on those words to determine if spelling masters has been
achieved. Some teachers conduct their formal spelling instruction in a
traditional fashion, having all students in the class study the same lists
of words and take tests on a weekly basis. Other teachers, realizing the
great range of spelling abilities in each classroom, may use a formal
spelling program but individualize a.s,ignments and procedures. In the
1950's, Tyler27 and Horn and 0:to" described the vast range in stu-
dents' spelling abilities at all grade levels. These findings hold true
today, ,Ind the span of the difference increases with each progressive grade

level. Important findings of individualized formal spelling programs in-
clude readiness, time, sources foe words, rules, teststudytest method,
and self-correcting test method.

Begin a formal spelling program only when a JAI is read) to spell.
both intelleallally and emotionally. Read. Allred, and Baird' suggest that
before beginning a formal spelling program students should:

I. Have a mental age of about 71 years.

2. Be able to enunciate words clearly.

3. See that -words are composed of different letters.

4. Have a beginning phonetic sense and recognize the common
lettersound correspondence.

5. Have the ability to write and name all the letters of the
alphabet correctly.

6. Be able to Copy words correctly.

7. Be able to write their own names without copying.

8. Be reading at a minimum of second grade level.

9



9. Be able to write 'a few simple words from memory.

10. Ask for words they need in writing and be able to express
a few thoughts in writing.

-

I I. Derimistrate an interest in learning to spell.

If characteristics of individual children are not considered before
starting a formal spelling program and the entire class is started in a
spellmg program.students may develop poor attitudes toward spelling
which are difficult to change. If this list of criteria were carefully adhered
to fn the primary grades. some second graders and even some third graders
would not receive formal instruction in spelling. Teachers can work with
colleagun. administrators. and ptirents to. gain support for beginning
formal spelling instruction at different times for different students.

implement short. highly motivating lessons rather than longer sessions

since long periods of instruction each :trek do not increase spelling competence.

Some people have been encouraging longer periods of spelling instruction
time; howeier, Jar.vis`u reports that short sessions are more beneficial
than longer ones. He suggests it may not be necessary to spend 75
minutes per week. Sessions need to be short and highly motivating be-
cause long sessions tend to become boring and less effective. The key to
the number of minutes students spend on spelling should be the interest
they exhibit..

Use high-frequeno words and the child's own writing as sources for

spelling instruction. Lists of spelling words often come from research studies
of high-frequency words used by children. The better known of these
studies include: Allen.' Dolch.'" Rinsland.' Horn" and Fitzgerald''.

Thomas Horn" notes that spelling is probably improved most by
stimulating and attending to children's writing. However, he points out
that research shows direct instruction with the high-frequency words is
needed. While there are many suggested substitutes for the formal word
lists. as Hcrn reports. many children need direct instruction with high-
frequency words.

Most formal spelling series published in recent years have utilized
lugh-frequency words in the4r word lists. Spelling series vary in the way
that lessons are constructed and in the number of words presented. Words
from a spelling series can be a good source for a word list. In the section
pn mdividlalizing programs, we will describe a plan for the use of spell-
ing series.word lists as a !Sart of an individualized program.

10



In addition to spelling series, there are numerous other word lists
available. Lists and references to lists are included in the Appendix and
the ianotated Bibliography. Suggestions for the use of these word lists are
also given in the section on individualizing.

Teach only a few rules and use the recommended pra,..lces for teaching
those rules. Conflicting views exist about4hat rules to present and hod,
to present rules. Published spelling programs vary: some include many
rules, others have a minimum number.

Students should not be asked to memorize rules, and time should
not be wasted on rules if the student already can spell the words. If it
is ;Teemed necessary to teach a rule, it sh,.uld be done inductively rather
than deductively. A meaningful time rot teaching a rule-is in a teacher
student conference setting when proofreading is occurring. A shut-dis-
cussion of the words like the one misspelled, allowing the students them-
selves to discover the generalization, is far better than teaching rules
when the students do not see the need for a rule.

In 1934 ForanI3 gave the following suggestions regarding rules
and many people feel they still apply:

I. Teach only a few rules and include only those that have no or
few exceptions.

2. Teach a rule only when there is a need for it.

3. Teach rules inductively rather than deductively.

Davis9 suggests these phonics rules are applicable 100 percent of
the time in spelling:

I. When c and h are next to each other,,,, they make only one
sound. (torch)

2. When the letter c is followed by o or a. the sound of k is
likely to be heard. (vacant)

3. When ght is seen in a word, gh is silent. (light)

4. Whery word begins kn. the k is silent. (knee)

5. When',a word begins with ter. the w is silent. (wreck)

6. When a word ends in ck. it has the sound as in look. (truck)

7. When Lure is the final syllable in a word, it is unaccented.
(venture)

12
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8. When lion is the final syllable in a word, it is unaccented.

(election)

9. When the first vowel element in a word is followed by th, ch,
or sh, these symbols are not broken when the word is divided
into syllables and may go with either the first or second syl-
lable. (feathers)

Additionally, Davis reports that these generalizations are appli-
cable in spelling 77 to 99 percent of the time:

I. If the only vowel letter is at the end of a word, the letter
usually stands for a long sound. (spy)

2. The r gives the preceding vowel a sound that is neither long
nor short. (orbit)

3. Words having double e usually have the long e sound. (teeth)

. In ay the y is silent and gives a its long sound. (display)

5. When y is the final letter in a syllable it usually has the
sound of long i. (cycle)

6. When a is followed by r and final e, we expect to hear the
sound heard in care. (share)

7. Ch is usually pronounced as it is in kitchen, catch, and chair,
nor like sh. (merchant)

8. When c is followed by e or i, the sound of s is likely to be
hard. (crease)

9. The letter g often has a sound similar to that of j in jump
when it precedes the letter i or e. (age)

10. In most two-syllable words, the first syllable is accented.
(quarter)

11. If a, in. re. ex, de, or be is the firit-s_yllable in a word, it is
usually unaccented. '(decide)

12. In most two-syllable words that end in a consonant followed
by y, the first syllable is accented and the last is unaccented.
(candy)

13. If the first vowel sound in a word is followed by a single
consonant, that consonant usually begins the second syllable.

(rawer)

12
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.14. When there is one e in a word that ends in a consonant, the
e usually has a short sound. (zest)

15. When the last syllable is the sound r, it is unaccented. (under)

Use the teststudytest method which is proven to be most effective with
intermediate grade children and the Previewtest studytest method in' thepri-
mary grades. Fitzgerald', Thomas Horn", and Sherwin25 report that in-
termediate students should use a teststudytest method and that pri-
mary students should use a previewteststudytest tnethod. Translated
into practice this means that intermediate students should be tested on
a list of words and then practice or study only those words that they
misspell. After study, they again are tested. Both tests should be im-
mediately corrected by the students themselves.

In the primary grades, the method is the same except for the
preview step. Before students are tested, they look at or preview the
words. Other parts of the book provide suggestions for alternative study
methods and testing procedures.

Ask students to correct their ouw tests. E. Horn' and T. Horn
reported several decades ago that having students correct their own tests
is an effective way to improve spelling. Some teachers express concern
that some students will not check their words honestly or accurately.
This problem may be minimized if teachers give special assistance to less
independent students and help them learn to correct their tests accurately.
Some students might be tested by the teacher at sample intervals.
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PART II
ALTERNATIVES TO TRADITIONAL

SPELLING PROGRAMS

,A variety of spelling methods exists, allowing for alternatives as

spdling instruction is planned for students. Informal and formal ap-
proaches are discussed in this section.

/NFORAL APPROACH TO SPELLING

An alternative to a formal spelling program is the informal ap-

proach to spelling instruction in which spelling permeates the entire
curl-kid:1m. The resources used are inexpensive and relatively simples()
assemble, and the activities are informal. The role of the teacher in the
informal approach changes from the traditional caller of word lists to that

of cooperative editor.

What Is Necessary?

Most of the resources needed are already in most classrooms: word

lists, individual student word lists, dictionaries, spelling games, and

writing materials. We have included several lists in the Appendix 'for

reference, however, other word lists are readily available. These lists can
he presented in a spelling center in numerous ways, such as on the wall,

on cards. attached to a ring, in a notebook. They provide easy reference

for students in their spelling and raing. This method departs from the

traditional use of the list where all students were assigned specific lists
with prescribed eNpectations for master). Individual student lists may he

constructed b) the student, by teachers in cooperation with the student.

or by pairs of students. The lists may include words the student knows

how to spell, words the student has difficulty in spelling, or both. In

the initial stages of spelling study, we recommend using words the stu-

dent already can spell, however, as the students progress in their spelling,

they should be given a choice as to which types of words will be most

beneficial to them. Successfl ways of using the students' own words as

the source for their spelling instruction include:

DtcttonaryBooklets are made for each child by stapling to-
gether at least 26 pages with a simple construction paper cover.
Children keep their own dictionaries with their other books
and materials and add words that they misspell to the booklet.

14
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The child adds misspelled words during proofreading sessions.
AT the teacher's suggestion, a reasonable number of high-

.. frequency words for study may be added also.

Al.) Word BoxSmall boxes are obtained for each child. Each
identified word is printed by the teacher or the child 00 .1
small card such as a 3 X5 index card, and it is used in a
sentence For words that name things, the child can draw or
paint to illustrate the word or use a picture found an a mag-
azine. The words in the box can be used for direct spelling
instruction.

Word WallAn idea suggested by R. Van Allen' is the word
wall. Students put words on the wall (word cards fastened to
the wall, or written on paper or poster board). The words
might be categorized as time words, color words, naming
words, etc.

Rein; of WordiA variation of the word dictionary or word box
is the ring of words. Use a large metal ring to collect word
cards which have holes punched in the corner. The cards can
be Made in the shape of keys. The child writes on the cards
words he /she finds interesting or has,recently misspelled. The
ring of words then becomes a source for spelling words.

Dictionaries

Dictionaries appropriate for the developmental levels of the stu-
dents are included in the spelling center. Because of the range of stu-
dents' spelling abilities, picture dictionaries and student dictionaries are

needed in most classrooms to provide for the editing needs of all students.
Glossaries and thesauruses should be inc hided in intermediate and middle
school level spelling centers.

Spelling Activities

The spelling center can contain a collection of activitiescom-
mercial, tenclwrmade, am; student -made. Examples are puzzles,
"Scrabble for Juniors," alphabet blocks, and spelling games. Ideas fir
these activities are provided in the Spelling Activities section if this
publication.

Activities are used fir studying the words. In an informal ap-
proach, the activities could be used on a student self-selection basis. In
a more formal approach, teachers contract with students, hawing diem

15



do a certain number of spelling aktvites during a given length of time
An example of a contract is to list five spelling activities aiscl to contact
with the student to complete two of the activities during a one-week
period.

Writing Materials

The spelling center contains all of the items necessary for writing
such as paper and pencils, nialerals necessary to make dictionaries, word
rings, book cosecs; and the like. Ilw materialg should be easily accessible

for student use.

Reading and Writing Promote Spelling

Much reading and writing occur in classrooms when an infirmal
spelling approach is used. Moffett and Wagner' suggest that students
develop visual images of both-regular and irregular words through read-
ing. and this strengthens their spelling. They also believe that much
writing practice is necessary for developing good spellers As student: are
encouraged to write and students who are really extending their com-
posing abilities make guesses at spelling as they express their creative

thoughts, penalties for misspelling must be removed.

Editing

Editing can take several farms. There is self correcting. peer
editing and teacherstucknt editing. The goal of each is to develop

independent spellers who edit their own writing. To reach this goal, set
aside a place in the classroom for students to edit together and for teachers
and students to edit cooperatively. In the primary grades. there will be
a greater dependence upon the teacher for editing. In intermediate and
middle schools, students can consult each other more often than the

teacher.

A Problem

The one problem that often arises in classmoths where techers
utilize an informal approach is grading. Grading presents a challenge
because there are no weekly lists with number grades and regular daily
activities for all students in a classroom. There are no easy solutions to
this problem, and this difficulty does prevent many teachers from using
the approach. It may be possible for teachers to function with an informal
approach in spelling throughout the entire curriculum and still comply
with the school policy by having a short traditional spelling period and



spelling tests. Teachers dedicated to using an informal approach in the
teaching of spelling must come to grips with this serious issue and find
a method that works' for them in their schools.

Spelling in the Content Areas

Spelling words can be taught to intermediate and middle school
students through content areas. Much of the spelling instruction in the
content areas is clone in an indirect manner. When vocabulary words are
Icing presented for new concepts, the words are usually presented in
some visual manner, such as on the Chalkboard. Students art, UMW')
involved in writing the new words ,cs they complete learning amities
on the new concepts. Students can be assisted in spelling the new words
either by verbally helping them, by providing lists of words. !ir by as-
sisting students in the use of reference materials that contain the correct
spel I ing.

Content area teachers can also help students with their spelling
by requiring much reading and writing. Besides the writing, students'
work can he improved through selfediting, peerediting. and teacher
student editing. Another procedure teachers use is making dictionaries
and glossaries readily available fir students to use in,thc editing process.
As content area teachers assist students in developing reading skills, they
should assist in developing spelling skills, too.

/ND/ V/DUAL/ZED APPROACH TO FORAIAL SPELL/NG

Teachers-can develop their own formal individualized spelling
programs which can reflect recommenclgions of spelling authorities and
enable than to operate within the constraints 9f their own teaching
situations. Ideas offered here regarding the use of word lists and student
contracts provide both structure and opportunities fiir individualization.

Using Word Lists

In developing a spelling program with word lists, reachers may
use the following steps; ( I) develop the necessary word lists, (2) assemble
spelling practice activities, (3) implement the teachermade spelling pro-
gram, (4) evaluate program for constant improvement.

There is no one right way to inislividualize spelling programs.
Since teachers and Students differ in the way they'work and each learning
setting is different, teachers can try one way and continue to modth tt

to meet the particular class or situation.
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Pell I Den' lop the Netettan Word Int

\X'ord lists can be develoixd from two major sources. The first
sourer, pnibably the most lxneficial and also the most complex to man-

age, is misspelled \Surds from nulls idual student's work The second

source is lists that has L already been deli:loped in a spelling series A
good pr OL durc is to comhine the two, using a list of words in combi-
nation with words misspelled by the student.

The ambit', stun streak. lrs variety of ways to collect ,i student's

own problem words Words that students use and need to spell will
emerge ,is they engage in fimetional or (remise writing. Students in

keep a list of these words ,is they disc user the need to master them Some
children will find this easy to do while others may need constant r:-
minding.

word/,111. \X'urd lists that are already developed come from sev-
eral sources. One source is publications like this one. Many language arts

books contain word lists which may be organized in different ways:
(I) words with similarities (word families), (2) graded lists (easy to more

(i) spelling' demons (words that are difficult to spell). Another
method to use in developing ,t word list is choosing words from any

spelling series.

Alaktii.i: the /1113 swat /or It/dent me. There are many ways to
orgallin lists (Or student use. Short lists on index cards set up in kits can
he m cry useltd. Some reaehers find that typing the words NS ;th a primary

typewriter is th most legible method, but others simply print the words
with markers or ix m. When the' list is a graded one like those finiod in
spelling series, the cads can he filed in a box from cosiest to most
difficult

Step 2. A orinhie Spelling Prattie

The teacher then assembles practice dictisities to help students
learn to spell words. Actiyines ,san he t,iken from language arts books,
other idea hi x S, and articles from professional Journals Numerous -

MI I'M are listed in Part 111 of this hook.
After activity ideas are collected, they can he put on cards with

directions explaining their use to the student If the information is writ-
ten at the student's reading level and the directions ,ire clear, the student

can do the amity without the help of the teacher. Laminating the

activity cards increaser their longevity.



Step 3. Impleinent the Tethhermade .Spelhng Program

After selecting or developing ,t spelling list or assembling am-
ities and list, the program is ready for implementation The role of
teachers in this program is new to some. No longer Slip they stand in
front of the room pronouncing spelling words. Time Is spent on confer-

«icing ith students on work that has been completed, prooln-ading
work, and encintragdng. Sonic time may he spent pronouncing or dicta-°
mg words, but not with large groups. Most work is done with pairs or
inchiduals and only on a periodic basis. Miming from student to student
or pair to pair, the teachers guide students to become more independent

and proficient spellers.

Guides fii Implementation

Guide I. Assign appropriate spelling lists to students
Guide 2. Pair students for instruction.
Guide 1. Develop a place and a system for students to record

their progress on tests and activities.
Guide 4. Set up testing procedures.
Guide 5. Spottest and confer with individual students.

Guide I. ',lentil) sindenir need( and assign to appropriate hat. Stu-
dents should work in the kit at levels where they can succeed. If the list
is a waded one, ,t pre-test can be developed to place students appropriately
by selecting a kw words from various lists and developing level tests.
One students are placed, teacher observation can give dues about the
appropriateness of placement. if many words are missed consistently, the
placement is probably too high, and the student should be placed at a
lower level. On the other hand, if the student is missing no words,
placement is probably too low, and the student should he placed at a
higher level or should quickly proceed through the lists until more ap-
propriate lists are reached.

Guide 2. Pair students k nutrintion. There are several different
methods of organizing pair learning. The teacher can examine and try
different ones to see what will work best for each student. Some meth9ds.

of P:iiring include. ( self-selection, (2) sociogram selection, (1) mixed
achievement level 'wring, (4) equal achievement level- pairing.

Self-selection methods allow students to choose the person with
whom they want to work in spelling. They remain paired as lag as they
wish or as long as the teacher determines that it is a successfUl pairing.
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Souogram selection is a more formal type of pairing where stu-
dents are asked to write their 1st, 2nd, and ;rd choices of other students
with whom they would like to work. The teacher then pairs students
honoring as many 1st choices as possible and trying to pair each student
with at least his/her 2nd or ird choices. just as with informal self-selec-
tion, there may be students who are not selected, ind it then bemmes
necessary to make assignments.

Mixed achievement pairing involves pairing students together
who have different achievement levels in spelling. Some teachers like this
because they feel the better speller can help the ivorer speller.

Equal achievement levd pairing pairs students who are at the
same level in spelling. Some te.:chers like this because they feel these
snuler:s can challenge one another and progress at optimum speed.

How do we begin with pairlearning and avoid problems! Try
beginning with just a few students, perhaps the higher-achieving or more
independent learners. The number of students paired can increase as the
system gets under wary. Some teachers institute the entire spelling pro-
gram through pairing while others utilize pairlearning along with some
group activities Since pairlearning, or any fins of organization where
students .re interacting with one another, is noisier than traditional spell-
ing instruction in which only the teacher speaks as she or he pronounces
words to stt.dents, it is necessary to maintain an orderly learning envi-
ronment. Students learn to work together because pairlearning is an
ffective wey to help individualize spelling. Students can help one,,another

at their levels, and self-concepts of students may be improved through
helping others. Through this interaction, motication for spelling can be
enhanced. Simply stated, pairlearning works!

Guide 3. Der elop a pl i e a .9 urn/ fitr widen/ i hi re,on/ their progro,
on lob and adiriliel. Use a entral location (a desk, counter top, table)
for inch% idual student folders containing assigned spelling amities, rec-
ords of students' progress, and samples of students' work. In this same
area, place the formal word lists in kit form.

Records in spelling are of two types. teachers' records and stu-
dents' records. We do not advise teachers to display publicly the results
of students' work with systems such as starred charts fir perfect spellers
or bar graphs informing observers who are the good spellers and poor
spellers. Rather, teachers can have students record their own progress,
and thereby chart their own spelling growth.

No one form is better than another. Several forms are included
so that teachers may decide which will work best in their own situations.
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FORM I

Card Completed

NIY SPELLING WORK

Day

0

My Sore

FORM 2

Student Name

Practice Number "I vst Partner
List No. Activity No. Correct Date Score Initial

FORM 3

Name

e SPE1.1.1&'G RECORD

List No, Number Correct on pre-test

Number Correct on post-test _
Signature of Partner

11
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FORM 4

o I .

o

INDIVIDUAL SPELLING PROFILE

coded to match the 36 units found in most grade level spelling
texts with the letters representing spelling tests across grade levels. Stu-
dolt checks or writes in the date in each cell when each level is mastered.

.

A 13 C 0 E F G

1

1

4 ,

5

6

7

8.
9

10

11

12

li
14

15

16 '
17

18

19

20

21

12

21
. .

.

24

22 9 .1
0... 0



A I B C I) E F G
25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32 ,.

33
,.

,

34

35 ,

36

Guide 4. Set up testing procedure. Students administer pretests of
appropriate word lists to their partners. If mastery is demonstrated, the
student proceeds to the next list. If mastery is not shown, the student
practices until the test is given again. The pair determines when the
student is ready to take the test again. What is mastery? Mastery of a
word list means to spell all the words correctly. However. if a student
consistently misspells a particular word or two on a list, she or he should
be allowed to move on to the next list and continue to review those
misspelled words until mastery is achieved.

Guide 5. Spottat and amfer. Sometimes it is necessary to spot
test some or all of the students. Spottesting, is testing a student over
a list of words selected from the lists the student has completed. This
could be done as the need arises, such as when a student seems to be
progressing through lists fitster than the teacher thinks is reasonable.
Spottesting can also be done on a systematic basis; students might he
regularly spotLtested after they have completed ten lists of words.

When students report thcy hove mastered words and a teacher
finds they haveln.--, the teacher may quietly but firmly tell the students
that these lists will not be recorded as mastered and that they must
continue to work on them until they are mastered. Spottesting uncovers
students' igaccurate reporting of mastery and enables the teacher to learn

,3
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who needs regular spottesting and who can proceed without dose at-

tention.
Con Terming can'also be done on a scheduled or informal basis.

No matter how good the spelling kit, the practice activities, the teacher's

management, or the pair learning are, students need personal contact
with teachers. Conferences achieve this. Students who are progressing

well need to know that we teachers are aware of their progri.,:s and we

encourage it. Students who are not progressing can be given encourage-

ment and re;nfiwcement in the conference.

No rule governs the frequency or length of the conferences. The

time and frequency of conferences will be determined by variables such

as the number of students and their individual needs. Some conferences

may. Jast three minutes, while,others may last ten. C'Oiderences can take

place during the language arts period or at any time the teacher finds

'appropriate.

Step 4. Evaluate Program for Comtant Improvement

Evaluation should be continuous. Individual teachers have differ-

ent styles, .ind quality instruction can occur in different ways Teachers

may .ask themselves these questions %'iile working with a formal spelling

program:

1.. Are students working on words that are at their levels?

2. Are students succeeding in the spelling program?

3. Are students developing positive attitudes toward spelling?

4. Are students transferring their abilities to spell the list words,

to their w

5. Am I devoting an adequate amount of time to spelling,

ensuring success, and avoiding boredom?

6. Am I careful with the rules I present and the way that I

present them?

7. Am I presenting words in oral and written contexts?

8. Am I continually building the spelling resources available

to students in my classroom?

9. Am I continually extending my management ability so that

I can better meet the needs of mc,re students?

ID. Am 1 a model of one with a good attitude towar_l spelling?
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Students' attitudes toward spelling are verj important. and the
success they feel in spelling influences these attitude!. While students
will not always relate Low, they feel. an attitude inventory might give
some clues. Try using the f011ossing inventory or modify it and deselop
youf own:

INVEN'IORY OF SPELLING ATTITUDES

The best thing about spelling is

I know my teacher likes spelling because

The hardest part of spelling is

The thing I do not like about spelling is

I would ix a better speller if

It is fhn in spelling when

The hest speller I !mow is

We have spelling in sclun)l Ise( ;use

When you grow up you use spelling to

People who cannot spell are

The thing that helps me most in spelling is

Student Contracts

Contracts may ht used to.involve students in making decisions
about what they are to do. how they will do it. and how they will
evaluat the outcon,e4. Student contracts have different uses .ova they can
be employed along ssith teacher-developed word lists. commercial spell-
ing materials, or the total curriculum approach.

Some teachers may want to use a contract with onlyqi few students
rather than an entire class. Several contract forms ,ire provaled which
teachers can use if they wish to clotocient contracting in smiling:
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FORM 1

SAMPLE CONTRACT

will do the following spelling activity before

FORM 2 ,

Teacher Student

SAMPLE CONTRACT

Student Name

Starting Date Ending Date

will complete the following spelling before

Activity Date Completed Evaluation

*,`

9
26

Student Signature

Teacher SIgnature



-.,

FORM 3_

Name

SAMPLE CONTRACT

List or unit number

Complete-activities number 1 and 2.
Choose two additional activities from this list to complete:
1. Pronounce all words to a friend.
2. Use all words in a sentence. Have a friend listen.
3. Write a short story using at least seven words from the list.
4. Write a short play using five of the words.
5. Write sentences with ten of the words.

. 6. Look up the origin of three of the words.
7. Construct a crossword puzzle using five of the words.

My Work Record

Activity Date Self-evaluation

Tracher Student

4.0
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Improved Use of Commercial Materials

The use of commercial materials can be'improved by having stu-
dents self-pace themselves in the comet ercial*spelling books or by using
a. commercially prepared spelling kit.

Self-pacing in the Commercial Spelling Books

A spelling kit can be made by cutting up spelling textbooks. Cut
up two spelling textbooks at each level using several levels of a spelling
series. Two copies of each book are necessary because one side of each
page is covered when the page is mounted. The pages, once mounted,
can be placed in it box or plastic tube in a file order system from the
easiest level to the most difficult. If students are asked to do the textbook
activities suggested on the cards in addition to studying the words, make
teacher's editions with correct responses available so that students can
ci.,:ck their own work. Rather than removing the pages of the spelling
books, sonic teachers copy the words from each unit on separate index
cards. All levels of the series should be utilized; hut, if this is not possible,
use books at least one grade level below and one grade level above, in
addition to the book at the grade level of the students.

When commercial spelling books are used to develop a spelling
kit. the kit can be implemented in accordance with the suggestions given
in the section on using word lists.

Commercial Spelling Kilo

Commercial spelling kits have appeared on the market in recent
years. Their quality varies, and some are designed as a total spelling
program while others are supplemental to one specific series.

When considering the purchase of a commercial kit, teachers
should ask the following questions:

I. Does the kit include both spelling lists and practice activities?

2. Is the kit multi-leveled and are the levels appropriate for my
students!

3. Does the kit reflect spelling research!

4. Is the management system one that I can implement in my
classroom!

5. Does the kit include a recordkeeping system!

6. Is the kit consumable?

18
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Some kits provide spelling practice activities as well as lists of
words. Good practice activities can provide students with attractive ways
to learn words. An advantage of most commercial kits is that they do
providein one boxa wide range of spelling words. The :nanagement
system of a kit needs to be examined to determine if it can be imple-
mented with ease. If teacher aides or volunteers are required for suc-
cessful implementation, the reacher should consider this before purchase.
The time reqiiired to implement the program and the in-service training
required must be considered also. Commercial kits should contain ap-
propriate recordkeeping systems, since students will keep some of their
own records.

A FINAL NOTE

Most teachers have their pet peeves about instructional practices
in spelling, and we have ours. We believe the use of spelling bees and
the use of spelling wall charts with rows of gOld-stars should be elimi-
nated. Nothing damages students' ultimate success in spelling as much
as sitting, for what seems like hours, after they have been eliminated,
while others demonstrate their abilities in a spelling bee; or having a
large cliart visible to the world which tells everyone that certain students
are poor spellers because they failed to get gold stars or /00% by their
names.

We hope that through reading the ideas presented in this section
that teachers will examine their spelling programs and some will possibly
modify them. We hope other teachers will continue their practices be-
cause they-find support for and success in what they are currently doing.
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PART III
SPELLING ACTIVITIES

The use of the numerous commercial and teachermade spelling
activities available should be governed by the needs of the students and
the value the teacher places upon such activities. A few simple guidelines
to use in choosing and developing spelling games and activities are:

1. Keep,games simple. Often spelling games become so complex
that students lose sight of why they are playing the game.

All students in a_small-group should-be-actively involved iii
the game.

3. Students should work on spelling activities or games in pairs
or small groups so they can capitalize on each other's spelling
knowledge.

4. Students should write spelling words rather than spell the
words orally. Writing helps students develop the correct visual
image.

5. Competitive games should only be played with students of
similar abilities. Only in children's stories should rabbits and
turtles competes.

6. Checking for the correctness of the spelling should be a natural
part of any spelling activity.

7. Spelling activities should always be success-oriented.

Spelling can be Tun and need not be painfUl for students. Games,
if self-selected and self-correcting. are usually a source of enjoyment.

While enjoyable and useful for many students, the following ac-
tivities are intended to serve only as guidel;nes for teachers and can be
modified in any way to meet the needs of the individual classroom and
teacher. A spelling resource file of activities helps to keep the activities
available to serve needs for a long period of time. This file of Activities
can be placed in a spelling center for maximum utilization.



Puzzles

Crossword puzzles and other word !udes are available from many
sources. They appear in paperback books which can be taken apart and
laminated. Puzzles can be found in students' weekly newspapers and
commercial kits; these can be mounted on cardboard and laminated.
These puzzles contribute to building vocabularies, also.

Charades

Pairs of students and small grdups can play spelling charades.
This involves telling the number of letters in the word to be spelled and
then acting out or pantomiming the word for the other team. In addition
to spelling -practice, students dramatize.nonverbally.

Affix Team Competition

Small groups of students or ptirs take a suffix, prefix, and/or root
word Within a prescribed number of minutes they compile a list of all
the words they can think of or that they can find-in_the_dictionary that
include the affix or root word. As with most spelling activities, there is
vocabularybudding potential in this tame also.

Homophone Fun

This game is played by an individual, ',air, or small group. Stu-
dents search for words that sound alike but are spelled differently. Using
the dictionary and asking others for suggestions are legal and encouraged.
The emphasis is on producing the list and not on originality.

Scrabble for Juniors

This game has been published in very simple to very sophisticated
forms. Poor spellers often do not like Scrabble, especially when points
are given only for correctly spelled words. Teachers can allow students
to make up their Own rules for Scrabble, the purpose of the game being
the practice Many students, including the weaker spellers, enjoy the
game if they feel free to use the dictionary.
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= Making Words from Words

Certainly an old activity but still a useful one is taking long
words and constructing numerous words from all of the combinations
The long word can be one the students suggest, sometimes the name of
an approaching holiday or new content area words. Have students work
in pairs checking the spelling of words together.

Media Spelling

Especially fun for primary age students is spelling words with
paint, milking them in clay, or writing in sand. This should not be drone

with large numbers of words but rather with a few, words difficult for an
individual child.

Alphabet Ma6roni

Have students spell, words using letters made from such materials
as felt, wood, sandpaper, etc. thWkinesthetic approach is fun for all
students, not just the severely disabled.

Spelling Demon Games

Many commercial games are available to teach spelling demons
such as "their" and "there.- These games include board games and
card decks. Use these games only if they fit the suggested guidelines and
include high-frecjuency words.

Technological Devices

Many devices give students instant feedback on the spelling of
words. The best of these devices glye visual practice in recognizing the
correct spelling of the word.

Spelling in Context

Make enjoyable spelling activities by taking humorous short sto-
ries and poems and deleting occasional words, leaving enough words for
students to comprehend the meaning. Short fables and familiar nursery
rhymes are good. An' example is, "Mary had a I lamb."
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Constructing Silly Stories

Rather than asking students to repeatedly write sentences with
a spelling list, ask them to write a silly story using all words on the list.
Often the humor will be clear only to the writer.

Dramatizing Spelling Words

Students enjoy spontaneous opportunities to dramatize words and
their meanings. When the words to be dramatized are printed on cards,
students develop visual memory of the words.

Anagrams

An anagram is a word which is made by changing the letters of
another word. Some examples are. smilemiles, meatteam, pinnip,
sawwas, and runurn. Gaines based on such visual wordplay can be
motivating.

Editing Activities

Numerous editing activities are beneficial as spelling activities.
One activity is asking students to compile a list of all the words they

_____misspelLoysr a short period of time. Students are then asked to group
the words to determine ie7ECT-ari viinu-sightabout their-spellm of
words.

In another editing activity, students who have personal copies of
dictionaries are asked to place a small dot by all words that they look up
in the dictionary. The student then compiles a list of words looked up
more than twice. The list can be kept in the dictionary for easy access
whenever they note that they have looked up the word more than twice.
Many students enjoy their own personal spelling demon list.
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